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Abstract: In order to protect the transmission lines against lightning strikes, it is 

important to investigate the tower grounding system. In this paper, a recent method 

called hybrid continuous circuit-trapezoidal integration method is used to calculate 

the impulse impedance of the grounding system. Moreover, conventional 

structures of the grounding systems have been simulated and the results show that, 

with the same wire length, the square with additional wire system has the least 

impulse impedance as compared to counterpoise, square and crow’s foot. 

Moreover, the effects of soil resistivity and lightning current rise-time on the 

impulse impedance of these grounding systems are investigated. It is concluded 

that the design of the grounding system depends on the geographic location of the 

site in terms of soil resistivity and isotropic characteristics of the area in terms of 

lightning current rise-time.  

Keywords: Lightning, Grounding system modeling, Hybrid continuous circuit-

trapezoidal integration method, Soil resistivity 

1 Introduction 

The impulse impedance of grounding systems in transmission line towers is 

an important parameter in lightning withstand levels of transmission lines. A 

determining factor in transferring lightning current, when striking to the towers 

or protective wires, is tower grounding systems [1]. The overvoltage produced in 

such situations can cause back flashover and may flow through the transmission 

line. The geometrical shape of the conductor and the soil resistivity are amongst 

the most critical factors in electrical operation of a grounding system. Exact 

characteristics and optimal structure of the grounding system in power frequency 

(50 and 60 Hz) are discussed in [2, 3], where the tower grounding system is 

modeled as lumped resistance. On the other hand, in transient conditions such as 

lightning faults, the inductive and capacitive properties of conductors play a key 
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role. The modeling in these conditions is more sophisticated than that of a power 

frequency modeling. Also, the lightning current shape and soil frequency 

dependency are affective [4  6]. Impulse impedance is the most notable feature 

of the grounding system in such circumstances. It is defined as the ratio of peak 

voltage to peak current. Numerous methods have been proposed for transient 

modeling of grounding systems so far. A summary of the methods is represented 

as follows. 

Transmission Line Method (TLM) models the grounding system similar to 

wave propagation in the transmission line. This method can be solved in time and 

frequency domains and can be implemented in numerical analysis software such 

as EMTP [7  10]. Moreover, electrical parameters in this method can be 

conducted by auxiliary software such as the finite element method. The coupling 

between the conductor segments is taken into account and the accuracy of the 

method is observed by comparing with experimental results. Another method is 

Nodal Frequency Analysis Method which examines various structures of the 

grounding systems in the frequency domain. However, this method is prone to 

errors in the Fourier Transform. Thus, the high-frequency harmonics that can 

miscalculate the impulse impedance is observed [11  14]. FDM and FEM solve 

Maxwell equations around the grounding conductors by establishing meshes in 

this volume to calculate voltage and electric field strength. Minimal 

simplification and good accuracy are among the benefits of this method. On the 

other hand, these methods are not suitable for practical applications as they are 

complicated and time-demanding [15  17]. HCCTIM is the most recent method 

in analyzing the grounding system, which adopts the continues circuit method 

and the trapezoidal integration method [18, 19]. Electrical parameters are 

calculated by integration rules. The accuracy of this method is verified with other 

experimental results and modeling methods. Due to satisfactory required time and 

the obtained results, the grounding system modeling in this paper employs the 

HCCTIM. 

This paper aims at comparing four common tower grounding structures: 

counterpoise, crow’s foot, square and square with additional wires, modeled 

using the HCCTIM method proposed in [18]. The validation of this method to 

model the mentioned structures is verified by the CDEGS software. Moreover, to 

compare these structures, the total length of the conductors is fixed and the 

impulse impedance is calculated. Also, the effects of lightning current shape 

properties, waveform rise time, and soil resistivity are evaluated. Based on these 

results, the best structure is distinguished. The combined analyses of soil 

resistivity and waveform rise time are also carried out.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the modeling procedure of 

the HCCTIM is explained. In Section 3, the validity of the HCCTIM to model the 

four common tower grounding structures is conducted with the CDEGS software. 
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In Section 4, the parameters effective on the impulse impedance of the structures 

are investigated. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 

2 Modeling Details 

The procedure for grounding system is based on the Continues Circuit solved 

with Trapezoidal Integration method as introduced below in summary. 

2.1. Grounding system modeling 

In the Continues Circuit method, grounding conductors are divided into 

small segments called dl. Fig. 1 shows the electrical parameters between two 

segments of a grounding system [18]. 

 

Fig. 1  The circuit model of the grounding system. 

 

Electrical equations, excluded from the grounding system and based on 

Fig. 1, are solved using the Trapezoidal Integration method [18]. Finally, the 

equations extracted for the voltage at node n, Vn(t), the current passing throw the 

conductor segment i, Iei, and the current passing from a conductor segment to the 

earth, Igi, are represented as follows.  
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( )nV t  is the node voltage at time t, ( )eI t n t   denotes the electrode current 

at time t n t  , ( )nV t n t   represents the node voltage at time t n t   and 

( )gI t n t   is the ground leaking current at time t n t  . The unknown 

parameters eI  and gI at time t are calculated in (2) and (3), respectively. 
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2.2 Lightning current waveform modeling 

The lightning current waveform is represented by the Heidler function as 

follows [11], 
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where, 0I  is the amplitude of the impulse current, 1  is the waveform rise-time, 

2  is the 50% decay time waveform, and η is the amplitude corrector, 
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    1 2 2 1exp 2       . 

The parameters to make different lightning current waveforms are presented 

in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Different lightning current waveform parameters (10 kA amplitude). 

Waveform type [μs] 0I  [A] 1  [μs] 2  [μs] 

0.25/100 9930 0.0075 140 

1/100 9820 0.07 170 

2.6/100 9700 0.238 140 

5/100 9600 0.69 135 

10/100 9430 2 125 

 

3 Validation of HCCTIM 

To validate the proposed model, CDEGS software is used to simulate a 

counterpoise grounding system presented in Fig. 2. The CDEGS software can 

simulate the impulse characteristics of grounding systems in the frequency 

domain [20, 21]. The length, radius, and burial depth of the grounding wire are 

20, 0.01 and 0.8 m, respectively. The resistivity of the soil is 150 Ωm and the 

length of each element of the wire, (dl), is 4 m. 

 

Fig. 2  The counterpoise grounding system segmentation. 

 

The current wave applied to node 1 has the characteristics of 10 KA and 

2.6/100 μs as in Table 1. The maximum frequency of the applied current is 

5.12MHz, and the minimum wavelength will be 17.1 m according to (13) [22]. 

 
3160 mf   .  (5)  

In the above equation, ρ is the soil resistivity in Ωm, fm is the maximum 

frequency of the applied current in Hz and λ is minimum wavelength in m. 

Equation (13) indicates the proper size of dl, 4 m, as compared to the minimum 

wavelength, 17.1 m. The GPR of the counterpoise grounding system calculated 

using the proposed method and CDEGS software is shown in Fig. 3. 
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In Fig. 3, the GPR calculated by CDEGS software and the proposed method 

is 193.5 kV and 203.6 kV, respectively. Moreover, the impulse impedance (ratio 

of peak voltage to peak current) calculated by CDEGS software and the proposed 

method is 19.4 and 20.4 Ω, respectively. The error rate for the proposed method 

compared to CDEGS software is 5.2%, which is calculated by (6): 

 
c c

c

Z Z

Z

 
  . (6) 

 

Fig. 3  GPR of the counterpoise grounding system calculated  

by the proposed method and CDEGS software. 

 

In the above equation, cZ   and cZ are the impulse impedance calculated by 

the proposed method and the CDEGS, respectively. Moreover, the resistance of 

the horizontal grounding system calculated by Sunde is 4.4 Ω [5]. Due to the 

neglecting the mutual coupling between the elements and the type of waveform, 

the Sunde cannot calculate the impulse impedance correctly. The final value of 

the impedance of the grounding system (impedance after wave tail time) 

calculated by the proposed method and CDEGS software is 4.8 Ω and 4.7 Ω, 

respectively. Therefore, the value of the impedance calculated by Sunde is the 

final impedance of the grounding system. On the other hand, the impulse 

impedance has the prominent factor to calculate the GPR of the grounding system 

when lightning current is applied. 

4 Effect of Various Parameters on the Impulse Impedance 

4.1 Effect of the Grounding System Structure 

The flow of lightning current through the transmission line tower and its 

grounding system leads to the appearance of overvoltage on the insulator strings. 

To reduce this overvoltage, various structures have been proposed to decrease the 

impulse impedance of grounding system. Some common structures are 
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counterpoise, crow’s foot, square and square with additional wires. Fig. 4 shows 

these types of structures. 

The impulse impedances of these structures differ in a definite condition. The 

first stroke lightning with a current of 10 KA and 10/100 μs is applied to each of 

these structures. To better compare the impulse impedance of these four 

structures, the total length of the conductor in each structure is set 64 m. This 

means that the length of the counterpoise wire is 64 m, the length of each branch 

of the crow’s foot structure is 21.3 m, the length of each side of the square 

structure is 16 m and the length of each side and the additional wire of the square 

structure with additional wires are 8 m. The soil resistivity is assumed 150 Ωm 

and other parameters are the same as Fig. 2. The GPR of these structures is shown 

in Fig. 5. 

 

(a)                     (b)                (c)                    (d) 

Fig. 4  Different types of the grounding system structure: (a) Square with additional 

wires; (b) Square; (c) Crow’s foot and (d) Counterpoise. 

 

 

Fig. 5  The GPR of the four mentioned structures. 
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According to Fig. 5, the value of the impulse impedance of the counterpoise, 

crow’s foot, square and square with additional wires is 9.1, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.2 Ω, 

respectively. As a result, the square with additional wires structure has the lowest 

GPR compared to the other structures with the same wire length. It can be 

deduced that, in this condition, except counterpoise structure, the other grounding 

systems have the same impulse impedance approximately. 

4.2 Effect of Different Types of Lightning Current Waveform 

 According to IEC 62305, two types of lightning current are provided: first 

short stroke and subsequent short stroke [23]. The first and subsequent short 

strokes have a rise-time of 10 and 0.25 μs and a tail time of 350 and 100 μs, 

respectively. Since the rise-time has a greater impact on the impulse impedance 

than the tail time [24], current waveforms of 0.25, 1, 5, and 10 μs rise-time and a 

fixed tail time of 100 μs and a fixed amplitude of 10 KA are applied to the 

grounding systems. The soil resistivity is 150 Ωm and other characteristics are 

the same as previous section. The impulse impedances of the grounding systems 

are presented in Table 2. 

The results of Table 2 show that the impulse impedance increases with 

decreasing the rise-time of lightning waveform. This is duo to an increase in 

d di t which increments the inductive voltage of grounding systems. It is worth 

noting that, according to Table 2, the square with additional wire has the best 

performance compared to other structures for all rise times. 

Table 2 

The impulse impedance of the grounding systems 

with different lightning current rise-times. 

Rise-time [μs] 0.25 1 2.6 5 10 

Counterpoise impulse  

impedance [] 
70.78 32.64 20.34 13.49 9.08 

Crow’s foot impulse 

impedance [] 
37.81 17.00 10.61 6.86 5.30 

Square impulse  

impedance [] 
42.94 19.04 11.74 7.75 5.35 

Square with additional wire 

impulse impedance [] 
32.58 15.01 9.25 6.20 5.17 

 

4.3 Effect of soil resistivity 

As transmission lines pass through different locations, the soil resistivity of 

the tower grounding system is not the same. Therefore, the influence of different 

soil resistivities on the impulse impedance at different lightning current rise-times 

is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 
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(a) T = 0.25 μs 
 

(b) T = 1 μs 

 

(c) T=2.6 μs 

Fig. 6  Impulse impedance of grounding systems at soil resistivity of 50 m to 100 m  

and lightning current rise-time of: (a) 0.25 μs; (b) 1 μs; (c) 2.6 μs. 

 

(a) T = 5 μs 

 

(b) T = 10 μs 

Fig. 7  Impulse impedance of grounding systems at soil resistivity of  

50 m to 100 m and lightning current rise-time of: (a) 5 μs; (b) 10 μs. 
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According to Fig. 6, at lightning current rise-time of 0.25, 1 and, 2.6 μs and 

all soil resistivities, the impulse impedance of square with additional wire 

structure is lower than that of other structures. For lightning current rise-time of 

5 μs, Fig. 7, the crow’s foot, square and, square with additional wire structures 

have almost the same impulse impedance, which is lower than that of the 

counterpoise structure. Moreover, at 10 μs lightning current rise-time, the impulse 

impedance of counterpoise structure is the lowest for soil resistivities greater than 

600 Ωm. It can be deduced that at high soil resistivity and high lightning current 

rise-time, the grounding structure should have long shape (should be longer?) to 

show the minimum impulse impedance. 

4.4 Combined Effect of Soil Resistivity and Lightning Current Rise Time 

Fig. 8 shows the effect of soil resistivity and lightning current rise-time 

considered simultaneously. According to Fig. 8, for a T  ration of smaller than 

20, the impulse of the four grounding systems are the same; for T between 20 

and 56, the impulse impedance of the crow’s foot, square and, square with 

additional wire structures are approximately the same and less than that of the 

counterpoise structure; for T greater than 56, the impulse impedance of square 

with additional wire provides the best performance compared to other structures. 

It can be concluded that with low rise-time or high soil resistivity, the square with 

additional wire structure has the lowest impulse impedance and is suggested to 

be adopted in tower grounding systems. 

 
Fig. 8  Impulse impedance of grounding systems at various soil  

resistivity/lightning current rise-time. 
 

5 Conclusion 

Reducing impulse impedance of the grounding system is one of the solutions 

to decrease the possibility of occurrence of back flashovers in overhead 

transmission lines. Various parameters affect the impulse impedance, such as soil 

resistivity, lightning current waveform rise-time and grounding system structure. 

In term of the type of grounding structure, four common ones, counterpoise, 
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crow’s foot, square and square with additional wires are modeled using the recent 

accurate and truthful method, called HCCTIM. Also, the validity of the method 

is confirmed using the CDEGS software. Soil resistivity is a significant parameter 

due to its direct impact on the amount of leakage current flowing into the earth. 

As a result, at high soil resistivity (1000 Ωm), the counterpoise structure provides 

better performance thanks to having a longer conductor to pass the leakage 

current to the earth. Nonetheless, at lower soil resistivity, the square with 

additional wire structure is the best option. Moreover, decreasing the rise-time of 

lightning waveform increases the impulse impedance of the grounding system as 

it increases the inductance of grounding the system. In fact, in lower lightning 

current rise-time, higher frequencies appear in the applied current which increase 

the inductive impedance of grounding system. It is concluded that at low time 

lightning current rise-time, the square with additional wire structure has the 

lowest impulse impedance. However, it has been shown that the ratio of lightning 

current rise time and soil resistivity should be investigated in grounding system 

analysis at the same time. From this aspect, at a lower ratio, all of the mentioned 

structures present the same impulse impedance. For ratios between 20 to 56, the 

counterpoise structure shows a higher impulse impedance; however, other 

structures show the same impulse impedance value. On the other hand, at higher 

ratios, the square with additional wires has better performance or lower impulse 

impedance. In conclusion, the results show that the square with additional wire 

structure has the least impulse impedance compared to other conventional 

structures. 
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